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FortGroup has built and developed nearly 40 large-scale apartment projects over the past three decades, totaling 4,500 
multifamily units in more than three dozen markets. The FortGroup team oversees all phases of program 
development—from concept and design to construction and management. 

WWave’s Z Islander is an eco-conscious fusion of vintage island living, American beach culture and Caribbean chill. The 
communities, designed to appeal to both college students and young professional adults, evolves FortGroup’s concepts to 
the next level by offering an unprecedented level of amenities, social programs, physical sophistication and 
state-of-the-art technology. The built-out SalesTouch implementation includes six 17” custom painted, free-standing kiosks 
for prospect registration and three 46” wall mounted touch screen monitors detailing community amenities, unit 
availability and apartment features.  SalesTouch unit availability is displayed on the Z Islander website, as well.

FortGroup wanted to target the X, Y and future generations and selected SalesTouch to demonstrate that the Z Islander 
community is the "next generation" of rental living. The island-themed village offers 30,750 square feet of amenities (from 
Sports Theater to Fitness Center and Cyber Cafe) as well as 168,000 gallons of water in the tropical saltwater lagoon.

GGrand opening from a portable sales trailer with all the amenities and units under construction, CPS was able to "paint the 
Z Islander picture" utilizing the SalesTouch application and touch technology. Prospects drill down on interactive sitemaps 
to see real time availability, search for available units specifying criteria like "Pool View", check out local hangouts and 
shopping on interactive area maps, and touch large photographic icons for information about "Cabana [Unit]" features and 
"Island [Community]" features.

Another Another key component to the leasing office sales presentation was the registration kiosk. FortGroup's objective was to 
create a streamlined and digital registration process. Prospects, before entering the models, register by simply swiping 
their drivers license and answering marketing questions.

The Community:

Marketing Objective:

FORTGROUP
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Wave’s Z Islander
SalesTouch Case Study:
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